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Pressure Drop
• Pressure drop for ideal gasses in tubes is 
usually of the form
where
V= k= For Laminar flow f= Re=
For turbulent flow…empirical

Pressure Drop
• If you plot pressure drop it will look like this…
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• You can plot it on semi- log scale and it will 
look like this…
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• System layout should be broken into a series 
of pressure drop components
– Bends
– Lengths of line
– Sudden contraction
– Sudden expansion
• Pressure drop of line configurations can be 
obtained in many handbooks or in pre-
packaged software.
– Each configuration and material are different.
– Surface roughness can be a major contributor
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PP1 P2
for air for oxygen
W=lb/sec  A= ft2  T=deg R  p=lb/ft2
Pressure Drop
If the Pressure is not “choked”  the flow is dependant on the upstream 
and downstream pressure and is a much more complicated equation.
R’= specific gas constant k= ratio of specific heats
Pressure Drop
Critical Ratio
=
=.528 (or inverse is 1.89) for air and oxygen
k is temperature dependant!
